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Abstract—Opportunistic Mobile Social Networks (OMSNs),
formed by people moving around carrying mobile devices such as
smartphones, PDAs, and laptops, have become popular in recent
years. The OMSNs we discuss here are a special kind of delay tolerant networks (DTNs) that help enhance spontaneous interaction
and communication among users that opportunistically encounter
each other, without additional infrastructure support. Multicast
is an important routing service in OMSNs which supports the
dissemination of messages to a group of users. Most of the existing
multicast algorithms are designed for general-purpose DTNs
where social factors are neglected or reflected in static social
features which are not updated to catch nodes’ dynamic contact
behavior. In this paper, we introduce the concept of dynamic
social features and its enhancement to capture nodes’ dynamic
contact behavior, consider more social relationships among nodes,
and adopt the community structure in the multicast compare-split
scheme to select the best relay node for each destination in each
hop to improve multicast efficiency. We propose two multicast
algorithms based on these new features. The first community and
social feature-based multicast algorithm is called Multi-CSDO
which involves destination nodes only in community detection,
and the second one is called Multi-CSDR which involves both
the destination nodes and the relay candidates in community
detection. The analysis of the algorithms is given and simulation
results using a real trace of an OMSN show that our new
algorithms outperform the existing one in terms of delivery rate,
latency, and number of forwardings.
Index Terms—community, dynamic social features, mobile
social networks, routing, static social features

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the proliferation of smartphones, PDAs, and laptops,
Opportunistic Mobile Social Networks (OMSNs), formed by
people moving around carrying these mobile devices, have
become popular in recent years [7], [20], [22], [25], [26].
Unlike popular online social networks such as Facebook and
LinkedIn, the OMSNs we discuss here are a special kind
of delay tolerant networks (DTNs) where the communication
takes place on-the-fly by the opportunistic contacts among
mobile users in a lightweight mechanism via local wireless
bandwidth such as Bluetooth or WiFi without a network
infrastructure [9], [12], [20]. Due to the time-varying network
topology of OMSNs, end-to-end communication path is not
guaranteed, which poses special challenges to routing, either

unicast or multicast. Nodes in OMSNs can only communicate
through a store-carry-forward fashion. When two nodes move
within each other’s transmission range, they communicate
directly and when they move out of their ranges, their contact
is lost. The message to be delivered needs to be stored in the
local buffer until a contact occurs in the next hop.
Multicast, a service where a source node sends messages to
multiple destinations, widely occurs in OMSNs. For example,
in a conference, presentations are delivered to inform the
participants about the newest technology; In an emergency
scenario, information regarding local conditions and hazard
levels is disseminated to the rescue workers; And in campus
life, school information is sent to a group of student mobile
users over their wireless interfaces.
Most of the existing multicast algorithms are proposed
for the general-purpose DTNs [13], [14], [19], [21], [24]
without social characteristics. There are a few multicast algorithms involving social factors [6], [23] and taking advantage of the fact that people having more similar social features in common tend to meet more often in OMSNs. Social features F1 , F2 , · · ·, Fi , · · · can refer to
N ationality, City, Language, Af f iliation, and so on. Each
social feature Fi can take multiple values f1 , f2 , · · ·, fi , · · ·.
For example, a social feature Fi can be Language and its
values can be English, Spanish, and so on. Deng et al.
propose a social profile-based multicast algorithm (SPM) [6]
based on static social features in user profiles. In our previous
work [23], we argued that the static social features may not
always reflect nodes’ dynamic contact behavior and introduced
dynamic social features to capture nodes’ contact frequency
with people having a certain social feature and then developed
a social similarity-based multicast algorithm named MultiSosim based on dynamic social features. Simulation results
showed that Multi-Sosim outperforms SPM.
In multicast, a message holder is expected to forward a
message to multiple destinations. To reduce the overhead and
forwarding cost, the destinations will share the routing path
until the point that they have to be separated, which usually
results in a tree structure. A compare-split scheme to determine
the separation point is critical to the efficiency of a multicast.

In Multi-Sosim, when a message holder x meets another node
y, they become relay candidates as they will be responsible
for relaying the message to the destinations. We compare the
social similarity of each of the destinations with the relay
candidates based on the dynamic social features, and split the
destinations according to the comparison results: whichever
relay candidate is more socially similar to the destination will
be responsible for relaying the message to that destination due
to its higher delivery probability.
In this paper, we believe that Multi-Sosim can be further
improved in two ways: (1) by enhancing the definition of
dynamic social features, and (2) by adding the community
structure among nodes into the compare-split scheme. The
definition of the dynamic social features in Multi-Sosim
is based on node contact frequency, which can be easily
obtained and inexpensive to maintain in OMSNs. It also
reflects the aforementioned intuition that people having more
similar social features in common tend to have higher contact
frequencies in OMSNs. But it cannot distinguish the cases
when two nodes have the same meeting frequency with nodes
having a certain social feature. Thus we upgrade dynamic
social features to enhanced dynamic social features to break
the tie. Moreover, the compare-split scheme in Multi-Sosim
only considers the social relationship between each destination
and each relay candidate, and ignores the relationships among
the destinations. To identify socially similar nodes including
the destinations, community detection technique is an ideal
tool to be used in the compare-split scheme to enhance the
efficiency of multicast. Different from the community structure
where node social relationships are long-term and less volatile
than node mobility in several social-aware routing schemes [5],
[8], [11], our community detection involves dynamic social
features which adapt to node mobility in OMSNs.
Based on the enhanced dynamic social features and the
idea of the new compare-split scheme using community detection, we propose two novel Community and Social featurebased multicast algorithms named Multi-CSDO that involves
Destination nodes Only in community detection and MultiCSDR that involves both the Destination nodes and the Relay
candidates in community detection in case the relay candidates
are also socially similar. We provide theoretical analysis to
the algorithms and to evaluate their performance, we compare them with Multi-Sosim, and Epidemic as a benchmark.
Simulation results show that the enhanced dynamic social
features can improve the performance of multicast and our
new algorithms outperform Multi-Sosim in terms of delivery
rate, latency, and the number of forwardings.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
II references the related works; Section III introduces the
preliminary; Section IV presents our new multicast algorithms;
Section V gives the analysis of the algorithms; Section VI
shows the simulation results; and Section VII is the conclusion.
II. R ELATED WORKS
The multicast algorithm in OMSNs can be implemented
using rudimentary approaches such as Epidemic routing [18],

but it has inevitable high forwarding cost. Most of the existing
multicast algorithms are designed for DTNs where social
features are not factored in. Zhao et al. [24] introduce some
new semantic models for multicast and conclude that the
group-based strategy is suitable for multicast in DTNs. Lee
et al. [13] study the scalability property of multicast in DTNs
and introduce RelayCast to improve the throughput bound of
multicast using mobility-assist routing algorithm. By utilizing
mobility features of DTNs, Xi et al. [21] present an encounterbased multicast routing, and Chuah et al. [4] develop a contextaware adaptive multicast routing scheme. Mongiovi et al. [14]
use graph indexing to minimize the remote communication
cost of multicast. Wang et al. [19] exploit the contact state
information and use a compare-split scheme to construct a
multicast tree with a small number of relay nodes.
There are a few papers that study multicast in MSN.
Gao et al. [8] propose a community-based multicast routing
scheme by exploiting node centrality and social community
structures. This approach is applicable to the MSNs where
social relationships among mobile users are long-term and less
volatile than node mobility. It may not be suitable for OMSNs
where social relationships are newly established and shortterm. Deng et al. [6] propose a social-profile-based multicast
(SPM) algorithm that uses social features in user profiles to
guide multicast in MSNs. But the static social features may
not capture users’ dynamic contact behavior. For example,
someone who puts New York as his state in his profile may
actually attend a conference in Texas. In our previous work
[23], we put forward a multicast algorithm Multi-Sosim based
on dynamic social features which keep track of users’ contact
behavior. Simulation results show that it outperforms the SPM
algorithm. In this paper, we will design new algorithms to
further improve multicast efficiency.
III. P RELIMINARY
In this section, we present the concepts of static and
dynamic social features, the enhanced dynamic social features,
and the calculation of nodes’ social similarity based on social
features to prepare for the later proposed multicast algorithms.
A. Static social features and related social similarity
Suppose we consider m social features ⟨F1 , F2 , · · · , Fm ⟩
in the network. We associate a node with a vector of static
social feature values ⟨f1 , f2 , · · · , fm ⟩ obtained from the user
profile [6]. For convenience’s sake, when we mention a node’s
social features, we mean the vector of the node’s social feature
values. We define the social similarity S(x, y) of two nodes x
and y using their static social features as the ratio of their
common social feature values to all of their social feature
values. For example, if x’s static social feature vector is:
⟨Student, N ewY ork, English⟩ and y’s static social feature
vector is: ⟨Student, T exas, English⟩, then they have 2 social
feature values Student and English in common out of 4 total
unique social feature values Student, N ewY ork, T exas, and
English. Therefore, their social similarity S(x, y) is 42 = 0.5.

√∑m

B. Dynamic social features
A node x’s dynamic social features are contained in a vector
x = ⟨x1 , x2 , · · · , xm ⟩, where xi (0 ≤ xi ≤ 1) is defined based
on frequency [23] as follows: M
i
xi =
(1)
Mtotal
Here, Mi is the number of meetings of node x with nodes
having social feature value fi , and Mtotal is the total number
of nodes x has met in the history we observe.
Dynamic social features not only record if a node has certain
social feature values, but also record the frequency this node
has met other nodes with the same social feature values. Unlike
the static ones, they are time-related and adjusted to the user
contact behavior change over time. Thus we can have more
accurate information to make routing decisions.
C. Enhanced dynamic social features
The above definition of dynamic social features is based on
frequency, which cannot distinguish the cases, for example, if
A has met 1 Student out of 2 people it has met in total and B
has met 5 Students out of 10 people it has met in total in the
history we observe. Both of them have the same frequency
of 1/2 to meet a Student, but B is more active in meeting
people. To break the tie and favor the more active node, there
are many ways to do it. Here, we come up with the following
definition (2) for the enhanced dynamic social features which
is proved to satisfy our needs in the later analysis section.
The xi (0 ≤ xi ≤ 1) in node x’s enhanced dynamic social
features x = ⟨x1 , x2 , · · · , xm ⟩ is defined as follows:
M i + 1 pi
Mi
xi = (
) ∗(
)1−pi
(2)
Mtotal + 1
Mtotal + 1
i
Here, pi = MM
, Mi and Mtotal are the same as above.
total
The meaning of the formula is that, in the next hop, if x meets
another node with the same social feature, then the meeting
i +1
frequency will be MM
; otherwise, the meeting frequency
total +1
Mi
will be Mtotal +1 . Since the meeting frequency with the nodes
having a certain social feature is pi , then the probability for
the first case to occur is pi and the probability for the second
case to occur is 1 − pi . We raise the two frequencies in the
next hop to their respective powers and multiply the results.

D. Social similarity using dynamic social features
With the nodes’ dynamic social features defined, we can
use similarity metrics such as Tanimoto, Cosine, Euclidean,
and Weighted Euclidean [15] derived from data mining [10]
to calculate the social similarity S(x, y) of nodes x and y.
All of these metrics are normalized to the range of [0, 1]. We
decide to use the Euclidean metric in our multicast algorithms
since it does not require the calculation of additional weighting
values and performs slightly better than Tanimoto and Cosine
in latency in our simulations.
Euclidean similarity metric
After normalizing the original definition of the Euclidean
similarity in data mining to the range of [0, 1] and subtracting
it from 1, it is now defined as

S(x, y) = 1 −

i=1 (yi

√
m

− xi )2

.

Here is how it is used in our algorithms. Suppose we
consider three social features ⟨City, Language, P osition⟩ of
the nodes in the network. Assume destination d has social
feature values ⟨N ewY ork, English, Student⟩. The vector of
d is set to <1, 1, 1> because this is our target. Suppose there
are two relay candidates x and y. We want to decide which
is a better one to deliver the message to the destination.
From the history of observation, node x has met people
from New York 70% of the time, people that speak English
93% of the time, and students 41% of the time. If we use
definition (1) of the dynamic social features, node x has
a vector of x = ⟨0.7, 0.93, 0.41⟩. Suppose y’s vector is:
y = ⟨0.23, 0.81, 0.5⟩. Using the Euclidean social similarity,
S(x, d) = 0.62 and S(y, d) = 0.46. So x is more socially
similar to d and therefore is more likely to deliver the message
to the destination. Definition (2) of the dynamic social features
can be used in the similar way.
IV. M ULTICAST A LGORITHMS
In this section, we present two novel multicast algorithms
using enhanced dynamic social features and a new comparesplit scheme based on community detection.
A. The Multi-CSDO algorithm
Our first multicast algorithm is called Multi-CSDO as
shown in Fig. 1. Its basic idea is as follows: First, a source
node s has a destination set to multicast a message to and s
is the initial message holder or relay node x. When x meets a
node y, if y is one of the destinations, y gets the message and
is removed from the destination set. Next we use a comparesplit scheme to make a decision of whether it is better to
pass some destinations to y. Both x and y are called relay
candidates in the decision. To separate the destinations into x’s
community or y’s community, we use a community detection
algorithm involving only the destination nodes based on their
social similarities. The community detection algorithm we use
takes a distance matrix coming from a similarity weighted
graph as an input. The following are the details.
1) Similarity weighted graph and distance matrix: In
Multi-CSDO, as shown in an example in Fig. 2, when a
message holder x encounters a node y, we construct a similarity weighted graph involving only the destination nodes.
The weight of the edges is the social similarity of the two
connected destination nodes calculated using static social
features (denoted by dashed edges in Fig. 2) as their dynamic
social features are not known to the relay candidates in a
distributed algorithm. With the similarity weighted graph, we
can create a distance matrix as shown in Fig. 3 to indicate the
social difference or distance between each pair of destinations.
The social distance between two destinations di and dj is
defined as 1−S(di , dj ) here. The distance matrix will be used
in the following community detection algorithm to separate the
destinations into two communities.

Algorithm Multi-CSDO: community and social featurebased multicast involving destinations only in community
detection
Require: The source node s and its destination set Ds =
{d1 , d2 , · · · , dn }; s is the initial message holder x
1: while not all of the destinations receive the message do
2:
On contact between a message holder x and node y:
3:
if y ∈ Dx then
4:
/* Found destination y */
5:
y gets the message and x removes y from Dx
6:
end if
7:
/* Compare node social similarity and split the destinations */
8:
Construct a weighted graph and a distance matrix of the
destination nodes only as explained in Section IV-A
9:
Feed the distance matrix to the hierarchical clustering
algorithm to generate two communities C1 and C2 as
explained in Section IV-A
10:
Compare the social similarity of C1 and C2 with x and
y using enhanced dynamic social features, respectively
11:
Whichever (x or y) is more socially similar to each of
the communities will be the message carrier for that
community
12: end while
Fig. 1. Our multicast algorithm Multi-CSDO
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Fig. 2. The similarity weighted graph and community detection involving
destination nodes only. Node x is a message holder and y is a newly met
node. The green nodes are the destinations. The weight of a dashed edge is
the social similarity calculated using static social features while the weight
of a solid edge is the social similarity calculated using the enhanced dynamic
social features. The destinations are split into two communities C1 and C2
based on their social similarities.

2) Community detection algorithm: Typical algorithms for
community detection include minimum-cut method, GirvanNewman algorithm, hierarchical clustering, and so on [1].
Here, we use a hierarchical clustering algorithm called
complete-linkage clustering [2] to split the destinations into
two communities. We choose this one because it best matches
our needs and there is an existing Python package [3] available
for this algorithm so that we do not have to reinvent the wheel.
The idea of the complete-linkage hierarchical community
detection algorithm we adopt is as follows: At the beginning
of the process, each node is in a community of its own.
The communities are then sequentially combined into larger
communities, until all nodes end up being in one community.
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Fig. 3. The distance matrix. The distance between destination nodes di and
dj is 1 − S(di , dj ) if i ̸= j; otherwise 0.

At each step, the two communities separated by the shortest
distance are combined. The distance between communities is
defined as the distance between those two nodes (one in each
community) that are farthest away from each other. We feed
our distance matrix and the number of communities 2 into the
package and obtain two communities as the result.
3) Destinations split: After applying the community detection algorithm, the destinations are separated into two communities C1 and C2 . Next we decide which relay candidate,
x or y, should carry the destinations in which community. We
compare the social similarity of each relay candidate with each
community using enhanced dynamic social features (denoted
by the solid edges in Fig. 2). The social similarity between a
node and a community should include all of the social feature
values of the nodes involved. After calculation, whichever is
more socially similar to a community will be the relay node
for the destinations in that community.
In Multi-CSDO, x and y are supposed to be in different
communities, which may not be true if they are socially similar. Thus, in the next section, we introduce the Multi-CSDR
algorithm by incorporating both x and y in the community
detection and make our decision more accurate by considering
more node relationships.
B. The Multi-CSDR algorithm
Our second multicast algorithm is called Multi-CSDR
(omitted due to space limit). It has a similar structure with
the first algorithm, but has several differences. As shown in
the example in Fig. 4, first, the community detection algorithm
involves both the destination nodes and the relay candidates
x and y. Thus the similarity weighted graph adds the social
similarity between each relay candidate and each destination
node. The social similarity between two destination nodes
is still calculated using static social features and is denoted
by a dashed edge in Fig. 4. However, the social similarity
between a relay candidate and a destination is calculated using
enhanced dynamic social features as they can be obtained
and is denoted by a solid edge in Fig. 4. We still use the
same community detection algorithm. But the distance matrix
now also includes the distance between each relay candidate
and each destination. After applying the community detection
algorithm, the destinations in x’s community will be carried
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S(x,d2)
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d3
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Fig. 4. The similarity weighted graph and community detection involving
both destination nodes and relay candidates x and y. Node x is a message
holder and y is a newly met node. The green nodes are the destinations. The
weight of a dashed edge is the social similarity calculated using static social
features while the weight of a solid edge is the social similarity calculated
using the enhanced dynamic social features. The nodes are split into two
communities based on their social similarities.

by x and those in y’s will be carried by y. For other cases,
for example, if x and y are in the same community, then x
will still be the carrier for the original destination set.
In this algorithm, by adding the social similarity of each
relay node with each destination using enhanced dynamic
social features, we hope to improve the accuracy of the
compare-split scheme.
V. A NALYSIS
A. Property of dynamic social features definition (2)
Theorem 1. Suppose node x has met Mxi nodes with a
certain feature out of Mxtotal nodes it has met so far and
node y has met Myi nodes with the same certain feature out of
Mytotal nodes it has met so far. We assume they have the same
meeting frequency pi = Mxi /Mxtotal = Myi /Mytotal with
these nodes, and Mxtotal ≤ Mytotal . According to definition
xi +1
(2) of the dynamic social features, xi = ( MM
)pi ∗
xtotal +1
Myi +1
Myi
Mxi
1−pi
pi
1−pi
( Mxtotal +1 )
and yi = ( Mytotal +1 ) ∗ ( Mytotal +1 )
.
Then xi ≤ yi .
Proof. To prove the result xi ≤ yi , it is equivalent to prove that
xi − yi ≤ 0. Expand xi and yi and replace Mxi by pi Mxtotal
and Myi by pi Mytotal , it is to prove that

frequency meeting nodes of a certain social feature, definition
(2) favors the more active node to break the tie.
B. The number of forwardings
Due to limited space, we only provide sketches of proofs
for the following two theorems. Details can be found in [17].
Theorem 2. In both Multi-CSDO and Multi-CSDR algorithms, if there is only one destination d in the destination
set D, the expected number of forwardings to reach the
destination is ln g + 1, where g is the social similarity gap
from s to d.
Sketch of proof. The source node s has a social similarity gap g to the destination d. To reach d, the message
will be delivered to a node with a smaller gap to d in
each forwarding. For the convenience of later deduction, we
set the gap from the source s to d to 1, the gap within
which to reach d in one hop (forwarding) to β as shown
in Fig. 5(a). So gap β is equal to g1 . Now the probability
to reach d in 1 hop from∫ s is β. The probability to reach
1−β β
1
d in 2 hops from s is 0
1−x dx = β ln β , 3 hops is
∫ 1−β ∫ 1−β
β
β
1 2
(1−x1 )(1−x2 ) dx2 dx1 = 2! (ln β ) , · · ·, h hops is:
1
∫01−β ∫x1−β
∫ 1−β
· · · xh−1 (1−x1 )(1−x2β)···(1−xh−1 ) dxh−1 · · · dx1 =
0
x1
β
1 h
h! (ln β ) , and so on. These probabilities form a distribution
as their summation is 1 using the Taylor series for the
exponential function ex . Therefore, the expected number of
β
forwardings is: β · 1 + β ln β1 · 2 + 2!
(ln β1 )2 · 3 + · · · =
∑
∞
β
1 + (ln β1 ) h=1 (h−1)!
(ln β1 )h−1 . Using the Taylor series for
1

ex again, it is equal to 1 + ln β1 · β · eln β = 1 + ln β1 = ln g + 1.

Theorem 3. The expected number of forwardings in the MultiCSDO
and Multi-CSDR algorithms with k(k > 1) destinations
∑k−1
is i=1 ln(min(g − gi , gi )) + ln g + O(k), where gi (1 ≤ i ≤
k − 1) is the social similarity gap from source s to destination
di and gk = g is the social similarity gap from the source to
the farthest destination dk .

Sketch of proof. In our algorithms, the rule of compare-split is
that when a message holder with k destinations meets another
1−pi
pi
1−pi
node, a destination di should be carried by the relay candidate
pi
(p
M
+
1)
M
(pi Mxtotal + 1) Mxtotal
i ytotal
ytotal
−
≤ 0. that has a closer social similarity gap to that destination.
Mxtotal + 1
Mytotal + 1
Let us first look at the 2-destination case as shown in Fig.
Multiply the two sides by (Mxtotal + 1)(Mytotal + 5(b). Assume the social similarity gaps from source s to the
pi
pi
1)Mxtotal
Mytotal
, we get (pi Mxtotal +1)pi Mxtotal (Mytotal + farther destination d2 and to the closer destination d1 are
pi
pi
1)Mytotal − (pi Mytotal + 1)pi Mytotal (Mxtotal + 1)Mxtotal
≤ g2 = g and g1 , respectively. We know from Theorem 2 that
0. Rearrange the inequality, it is to prove that
the expected number of forwardings to reach d2 is ln g + 1.
Mxtotal Mytotal + Mytotal Now we calculate the extra number of forwardings needed to
pi Mxtotal Mytotal + Mytotal pi
) ≤
.
(
pi Mxtotal Mytotal + Mxtotal
Mxtotal Mytotal + Mxtotal reach d1 after the two destinations split. From Theorem 2,
the expected number of forwardings h to reach a destination
p Mxtotal Mytotal +Mytotal
Since Mytotal ≥ Mxtotal , pii Mxtotal
≥
1,
so
the
with gap g from source is ln g + 1. So g = eh−1 . That
Mytotal +Mxtotal
left side is a non-decreasing function with the increase of pi . means, if the message holder meets a node within the range
The maximum pi is 1, so the maximum value of the left side of [g1 − e0 , g1 + e0 ], the expected number of hops to reach
Mxtotal Mytotal +Mytotal
is Mxtotal
d1 is 1(h = 1). If the message holder meets a node within
Mytotal +Mxtotal , which is the right side. So the left
side is less or equal to the right side. This proves the theorem. the range of [g1 − e1 , g1 + e1 ] but not within the range of
This result shows that even if nodes x and y have the same [g1 − e0 , g1 + e0 ], the expected number of hops to reach d1

d

d2
g
β=1/g

g +e h
1

g 1 +e 1
g 1 +e 0

1

g 1 −e 0

d1
g1

g 1 −e 1
g 1−e h
s

s
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Fig. 5. (a) One destination d, whose gap to source s is 1. The range to reach
d in one hop is β = 1/g. (b) Two destinations d1 and d2 , whose gaps to s
are g1 and g, respectively. We construct the range [g1 − eh , g1 + eh ] around
g1 to calculate the expected number of extra forwardings to reach d1 after
spliting.

is 2(h = 2). In general, if the message holder meets a node
within the range of [g1 − eh , g1 + eh ] but not within the range
of [g1 − eh−1 , g1 + eh−1 ], the expected number of hops to
reach d1 is h + 1 and the probability to meet such a node is
2eh
from the gap range. Now we discuss two cases: (1).
g−g1 +eh
g1 ≤ g2 and (2). g1 > g2 .
In case (1), if the two destinations split at the h + 1 (h ≥ 0)
hop, the expected number of extra forwardings to reach d1 is
0
1
0
2
1
1· g−g2e1 +e0 +2·( g−g2e1 +e1 − g−g2e1 +e0 )+3·( g−g2e1 +e2 − g−g2e1 +e1 )+
⌊ln g1 ⌋−1

· · · + ⌈ln g1 ⌉(1 − g−g2e+e⌊ln g1 ⌋−1 ) = ln g1 + O(1). Following
1
the same idea, the expected number of extra forwardings in
case (2) is ln(g − g1 ) + O(1). So the expected number of extra
forwardings to reach d1 is ln(min(g −g1 , g1 ))+O(1). Adding
the expected number of forwardings to reach d2 , the total
expected number of forwardings to reach the two destinations
is ln(min(g − g1 , g1 )) + ln g + O(1).
We extend the same analysis idea to the k-destination case.
The expected number of forwardings to reach the farthest
destination dk is ln g + 1, and the expected number of
extra forwardings to reach each other destination di (i ̸= k)
is ln(min(g − gi , gi )) + ln g + O(1). Then the total expected
∑k−1 number of forwardings to reach all k destinations is

i=1 ln(min(g − gi , gi )) + ln g + O(k).
C. The number of copies
Theorem 4. The number of copies produced by the MultiCSDO and Multi-CSDR algorithms is k, where k is the number
of destinations in the multicast set.
Proof. It is trivial to see that each split of the destinations will
produce one extra copy. There are k destinations, so it takes
k − 1 splits to separate the k destinations into individual ones.
Adding the original one copy, the number of copies produced
by the Multi-CSDO and Multi-CSDR algorithms is k.
VI. S IMULATIONS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our multicast
algorithms by comparing them with the existing ones using a
custom simulator written in Python. The simulations were conducted using a real conference trace [16] reflecting an OMSN

created at IEEE Infocom 2006 in Miami. There are very few
available OMSN traces containing both usable node social
features and node contact information. Infocom 2006 trace has
been widely used to test routing algorithms in mobile social
networks [6], [23]. The trace recorded conference attenders’
encounter history using Bluetooth small devices (iMotes) for
four days at the conference. The trace dataset consists of two
parts: contacts between iMote devices that were carried by
participants and self-reported social features of the participants
collected using a questionnaire form. The six social features
extracted from the dataset were Affiliation, City, Nationality,
Language, Country, and Position. In this trace, 62 nodes with
complete social feature information were considered in our
multicast process.
A. Comparison with existing algorithms
We compared the following multicast protocols.
1) The Epidemic Algorithm (Epidemic) [18]: The message
is spread epidemically throughout the network until it
reaches all of the destinations.
2) The Social-Similarity-based Multicast Algorithm (MultiSosim) [23]: The multicast algorithm based on dynamic
social features in our previous work.
3) The Enhanced Social-Similarity-based Multicast Algorithm (E-Multi-Sosim): The multicast algorithm that applies enhanced dynamic social features to Multi-Sosim.
4) The Community and Social Feature-based Multicast
Algorithm involving destinations only in community
detection (Multi-CSDO): Our first multicast algorithm
proposed in this paper using enhanced dynamic social
features and community detection.
5) The Community and Social Feature-based Multicast Algorithm involving both destinations and relay candidates
in community detection (Multi-CSDR): Our second multicast algorithm proposed in this paper using enhanced
dynamic social features and community detection.
B. Evaluation metrics
We used three important metrics to evaluate the performance
of the multicast algorithms. A successful multicast is the one
that successfully delivers the message to all of the destinations.
1) Delivery rate: The ratio of the number of successful
multicasts to the number of total multicasts generated.
2) Delivery latency: The time from the start of multicast to
when all of the multicast destinations have received the
message.
3) Number of forwardings: The number of hops needed to
deliver a message to all of the multicast destinations.
C. Simulation setup
In our simulations, we divided the whole trace time into
10 intervals. Thus, 1 time interval is 1/10 of the total time
length. For each algorithm, we tried 5 and 10 destinations.
In each experiment, we randomly generated a source and
its destination set. Since the whole trace only contains four
days of node contact history, the time interval we observed to
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Fig. 6. Comparison of Multi-Sosim and E-Multi-Sosim with 10 destinations using all devices in the trace
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Fig. 7. Comparison of different algorithms with 5 destinations using all devices in the trace
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Fig. 8. Comparison of different algorithms with 10 destinations using all devices in the trace
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Fig. 9. Comparison of different algorithms with 5 destinations in sparse network
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Fig. 10. Comparison of different algorithms with 10 destinations in sparse network

calculate the dynamic and enhanced dynamic social features
was counted from the beginning of the trace up until the time
we needed to make a routing decision. For the community detection algorithm, we adopted the Python package available at
[3] for the complete-linkage hierarchical clustering algorithm.
We ran each algorithm 300 times and averaged the results.
D. Simulation results
The simulation results comparing Multi-Sosim and E-MultiSosim are shown in Fig. 6 with 10 destination nodes. These
two algorithms have similar delivery rates with E-Multi-Sosim
slightly better. But E-Multi-Sosim clearly outperforms MultiSosim in latency and number of forwardings. These results
justify the enhancement of dynamic social features.
The simulation results comparing our algorithms with others
using 5 and 10 destinations are shown in Figs. 7 and 8,
respectively. For the Epidemic algorithm, as expected, it has
the highest delivery rate (100%) and lowest delivery latency
(almost close to 0) but highest number of forwardings.
With both 5 and 10 destinations, Multi-CSDO and MultiCSDR consistently outperform Multi-Sosim in terms of delivery rate, latency, and number of forwardings. This means
that adding the social relationships among destinations in the
compare-split scheme can facilitate multicast. Furthermore,
Multi-CSDR has better delivery rate, lower latency, and lower
number of forwardings than Multi-CSDO, which verifies
that considering the social relationship between each relay
candidate and each destination, and calculating their social
similarity using enhanced dynamic social features can improve
multicast performance.
In summary, these results confirm that obtaining more
accurate dynamic information and using better compare-split
schemes can make multicast more efficient.
E. Sparse Networks
In the experiments above, we used all 62 available nodes in
the trace. We also tested our algorithms on a smaller random
subset of the trace with 30 nodes which produces a sparse
network. The results from the sparse network shown in Figs.
9 and 10 are consistent with those in the denser network.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed two novel community and social
feature-based multicast algoirthms Multi-CSDR and MultiCSDO for OMSNs. In the algorithms, we used enhanced
dynamic social features to more accurately capture nodes’
contact behavior, considered more social relationships among
nodes, and proposed compare-split schemes based on community detection to select the best relay node for each destination
in each hop to improve multicast efficiency. Analysis of the
algorithms was given and simulation results using a real trace
of an OMSN showed that our new algorithms consistently outperform the existing one in delivery rate, latency, and number
of forwardings. In the future, we will continue improving the
efficiency of our algorithms and testing them using more traces
in OMSNs as they become available.
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